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Abstract
Large, vertically-integrated electric utilities under regulation purchase much of
their input coal via long-term contract rather than one-time spot transactions, consistently paying contract prices in excess of average spot prices. This “contracting
puzzle” has traditionally been rationalized under a transaction cost framework,
where firms are willing to pay a premium for long-term contract coal in order to
avoid ex-post hold up. This paper examines the empirical validity of an alternative
explanation that is able to capture additional aspects of this puzzle. Namely, I posit
that the structure of regulation in place from 1983-1992 induces firms to act “as if”
they are risk averse with regards to their coal purchasing behavior. I first present a
stylized model that illustrates how the regulatory process in place introduces higher
order profit moments into an otherwise expected profit maximizing firm’s objective
function. I then provide descriptive evidence demonstrating that risk-aversion is
important to consider, even conditioning on covariates traditionally considered in
a transaction cost setting. I next demonstrate via estimation of a structural model
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that the degree of risk aversion displayed by these firms is economically significant.
Finally, the sample period 1993-1998 is characterized by increased competition from
unregulated generators, primarily due to the Energy Policy Act of 1992. Redoing
both the descriptive and structural analyses for 1993-1998, I show that the extent
to which ‘as-if” risk-aversion behavior is present diminishes, but does not vanish,
in this later period.

1

Introduction

Vertically-integrated, regulated electric utilities burn input coal purchased through both
long-term contracts and short, typically one-time, spot transactions. Historically, these
firms paid a marked premium for contract coal over spot coal during my sample period
of 1983-1998. This fact contradicts the assumption of risk neutrality, which implies that
the contract price should simply be the expected spot price. Because spot prices are
below contract prices in most periods, why do large vertically-integrated firms enter into
these higher-priced long-term contracts? The most obvious advantage of contracting is
the reduction in price and supply risks relative to transacting on the spot market.
However, electric utilities are typically quite large, facing a low risk of bankruptcy.
Based on this, why would these seemingly expected profit-maximizing firms behave as
if they are risk averse? Related to this, why do we see a contract premium over spot
purchases for input coal? I argue that the most compelling explanation is based on the
rate-of-return regulation faced by electric utilities during this time period, which induces
these firms to act as if they are risk-averse. Namely, the design of the regulatory process implies that firms face additional regulatory costs associated with extreme upside
and downside variable profit realizations, causing them to take actions to avoid these
realizations. I argue this can be expressed as a willingness to pay for a lower variance
in their variable profits relative to the case in which these firms do not face regulation.
Associated with these regulatory costs to extreme profit realizations, contract and spot
coal are treated differently in the regulatory process, so that firms are willing to pay a
premium for contract purchases. However, I argue that the post-1992 period is characterized by increased participation from unregulated generation unit owners, and so the
aforementioned effects of regulation should diminish.1 These claims are substantiated
1

This hypothesis is due both to the direct effects of competition with these generators and the
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empirically via both descriptive results and a structural model of fuel procurement.
The previous empirical literature regarding contracting behavior in input coal procurement has focused mainly on transaction-cost economics. In particular, this literature
posits that relationship-specific investments such as plant location (“site specificity”),
input coal mix (“physical asset specificity”), and/or reliance on a single supplier for
quick delivery of coal (“dedicated asset specificity”) are important factors in the electric
utility industry. My paper does not dispute this claim; indeed, the descriptive portion
of this paper is based on the transaction-cost analysis set forth in Joskow (1987), and
maintains the result that relationship-specific investments are relevant to consider in this
industry. Instead, I propose that “as-if” risk aversion plays an important role in addition to transaction cost theory in contracting within this industry.2 The descriptive
results demonstrate that predictions implied by risk aversion, not readily obtained under
a transaction cost based approach, also hold in the data.
I then estimate a structural model of contract versus spot purchase of input coal, allowing for mean-variance preferences over total cost of procurement. Within this framework, I find that the tradeoff between mean and variance of total costs estimated under
this approach is economically significant, providing further evidence towards the finding
of risk-aversion behavior in input procurement. I also construct the counterfactual associated with expected cost minimization, and compare the expected total costs under
this scenario with the expected total costs observed in the data. This simple calculation
does not rely at all on my structural model of fuel procurement, yet still provides a rough
measure of the “money left on the table” from the regulatory distortion away from expected cost minimization.3 For the period 1987-1992, I find that the percentage increase
in expected total costs in the observed case relative to the cost minimization counterconcept of avoided cost, where the regulator can force a regulated utility to purchase electricity from an
unregulated generator if this purchase is less costly than an upper bound decided by the regulator.
2
Interestingly, Joskow (1987) explicitly states that “It follows Williamson and Benjamin Klein, Robert
Crawford, and Aremn Alchian and assumes that risk aversion is not an important factor determining
the structure of vertical relationships between coal suppliers and electric utilities”. This assumption
demonstrates the tension between differentiating risk-aversion and transaction cost effects; namely, in
Joskow’s case, allowing for risk aversion may complicate the interpretation of his results under asset
specificity
3
In order to estimate the expectation of costs, I estimate the price and demand moments from time
series variation. Therefore, the assumptions regarding what variables are in the firm’s information set
in each period must still be maintained in this exercise.
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factual, averaged monthly over plants, is 18.47%, indicating further that the regulatory
distortion away from expected cost minimization is sizable.45
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides further detail on
the electric utility context and related literature, with the additional goal of informing the
fuel procurement model specified later in the paper. Section 3 argues that the regulatory
structure in place during 1983-1992 introduces higher order profit moments into the
objective function of even an otherwise expected profit maximizing firm. I also discuss the
regulatory and competitive changes in industry structure beginning in early 90s, arguing
that these changes should diminish the “as-if” risk-aversion effect. Section 4 describes
the dataset, and provides the aggregate industry statistics motivating exploration of
regulatory induced risk-aversion. Further, I will note that these stylized facts indicative
of risk-aversion are diminished in the post 1992 period characterized by the beginnings of
vast restructuring in the electricity industry. Section 5 contains a descriptive analysis of
contracting behavior based closely on Joskow (1987). This section will demonstrate that,
in addition to the existing analyses based on transaction cost economics, risk-aversion is
an important factor to consider when analyzing firms’ choices over contract duration and
quantity. Section 6 introduces a model in which firms first purchase coal via contract
in face of spot price and demand uncertainty, using the spot market afterwards in order
to meet realized demand. Section 7 states the results from estimation of this model.
This model is intended to quantify the tradeoff utilities make between the mean and
variance of total costs, and I find the elasticity determining this tradeoff to be nontrivial. Namely, a firm’s aversion to the variance of their total costs is an economically
significant factor to consider in the electric power industry. Both Sections 5 and 7 will
also present similar results for the 1992-1998 period, focusing mainly on a comparison of
the relative magnitudes of the risk-aversion effects across the two time periods. Finally,
Section 8 concludes.
4
5

In absolute terms, the monthly average over plants of this increase in expected total costs is $1572556.
As I will discuss in more detail in the Results section, this difference represents the upper bound on

the regulatory distortion for a variety of reasons.
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2

Basic Industrial Context

Electricity generation in the United States in the 1980s was provided by electric utilities
under “rate of return” regulation. The regulatory bargain between a utility and a regulator implies that the utility must supply all electricity demanded at a regulated output
price.6 In exchange, the regulated output price must be set in order to allow the firm an
opportunity to recover “prudently incurred costs” and earn a “fair return”.
In terms of firm structure, utilities own multiple generation plants, which consume
different input fuels in order to satisfy demand for electricity. However, contracts for
input coal are typically specified as delivery of coal to a location, which is more in
accord with a plant-mine level analysis. Further, the output price of electricity differs
by state for the same firm operating in multiple states, lending further credence to a
plant level approach. Finally, transportation costs make up a significant portion of the
price of delivered coal, and these costs obviously differ at a plant, rather than firm,
level.7 These reasons collectively provide strong support towards conducting both the
descriptive analysis and the estimation of the contract timing model at the plant level.
Demand for electricity is generally considered very inelastic, with utilities committed to serve a given electricity load in each time interval in each geographic location it
serves. Indeed, electric utilities failing to meet demand can face significant legal ramifications. For the static model, therefore, this paper will make the assumption that each
plant within a utility must satisfy a perfectly inelastic output demand.8 Based on the
fixed output assumption, I will focus on the input fuel procurement behavior of plants
constrained to produce at a given level.
Coal supply risk is also important to consider when discussing why utilities choose
to contract. However, I am unable to closely examine supply risk as unplanned outages
for these baseload coal-fired plants are so rare.9 As such, I mainly focus on demand and
6

This interpretation of regulation as a contract between regulator and regulated originates from the

work of Goldberg (1976)
7
In my contracts dataset, I find that transportation costs are, on average, around 27% percent of
total delivered costs.
8
An additional point in favor of this assumption is that it is likely that any output choices are made
at the utility level; the objective of a plant manager, absent any regulatory constraints, is simply to
run the plant in a cost-minimizing manner given the output it is assigned to produce. Of course, the
argument this paper sets out to prove is that regulatory concerns induce these plants facing a fixed,
assigned output level to act as if they are risk averse in their fuel procurement behavior.
9
Baseload plants are plants that are tasked with running the whole year, rather than being switched
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price risk in both the descriptive and structural results I present. However, this supply
risk, perceived or actual, may be a key factor in why regulators seem to simply prefer
contract coal to spot coal in their decision-making process. This will be discussed further
in the section regarding the details of regulation.
Finally, electric utilities obtain input coal through two main types of transactions:
contract and spot. Contract purchases typically specify repeated delivery for a period
in excess of one year, while spot purchases are characterized as shorter-term, typically
one-time, transactions. The majority of a plant’s coal is purchased through long-term
contract, with the remaining short term adjustments often conducted through spot purchases. Note that these contracts are legally enforceable, short of force majeure10 or
bankruptcy threats. Therefore, commitment concerns are not particularly relevant in
this context, making contracts a very stable method of acquiring fuel in terms of supply
risk.
I should briefly discuss how contract coal is priced. Contract prices are not typically
fixed, but vary according to a pre-determined set of rules. The different contracting
methods used in practice are discussed more fully in Joskow (1988), which notes that the
majority of contracts are negotiated using base price plus escalation (BPE).11 Under this
structure, a base price is set when the contract is negotiated, and this price is adjusted
according to some formula based on the current market and cost factors specified in the
contract.12
on depending on demand conditions.
10
These are major, unforeseeable events that cause the conditions specified in the contract to be
untenable for one of the parties
11
In my contract level dataset, around 60% of the contracts are BPE
12
From Joskow (1988), ”the typical long-term coal supply contract thus uses a BPE pricing formula
in which an initial base price is set when the contract is negotiated and then adjustments are made to
the base price using a weighted average of changes in external input price, productivity indexes, and
changes in actual costs”.
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3

Examination of the Regulatory Structure

3.1

Description of the Regulatory Structure prior to 1992

In the 1980s, the vast majority of electricity generation was under rate-of-return regulation. Under this type of regulation, the state13 regulatory commission is tasked with
setting output electricity price equal to some perceived fair rate of return, based on
prudently incurred capital/investment and operating costs. Here, there is a distinction
between longer term costs such as plant construction and investment and shorter-term,
more variable operating and maintenance (O & M) expenses such as fuel procurement.
The longer term costs are included in a “rate base” and, after one review determining the
prudency of the investment, is amortized into the output price set by the commission.
Fuel procurement costs are not typically included in the rate base, but rather are typically reviewed at rate meetings occurring at irregular intervals

14

. Note that, for electric

and gas utilities, fuel procurement costs represent between 50 and 60 percent of operating
expenses (Phillips and Brown, 1993). From the same source, operating expenses make
up an average of 59% of operating revenues.
Rate-setting meetings are generally considered ex-ante interventions, in the sense
that the regulated output price relevant to the firm in a given period is set prior to
the realization of total costs in that period. However, there are two key ways in which
traditional rate-making is ex-post: output price increases can be intended to compensate
for past losses and prudency reviews regarding fuel expenditures are most often performed
after the fact.1516 Finally, I will note here that the regulatory review of contracts as it
relates to prudency may be less strenuous than that faced by spot purchases. Namely,
purchases from a contract approved by the commission at the time of signing may be
13

Or FERC, in federal cases where the actions of the utilities or their holding companies affect multiple

states
14
Phillips and Brown (1993) claims that “operating expenses are normally subject to careful scrutiny
in rate proceedings, and a commission’s decisions provide guides during interim periods”. As discussed
below, this may provide strong incentives for the firm to avoid rate proceedings to the extent possible
15
Legally, prudency reviews are supposed to determine if a reasonable manager at the time of the
decision would have purchased inputs similarly to the actual procurement choice, but this ideal can be
difficult to follow ex-post
16
From Phillips and Brown (1993), “Operating expenses may be controlled in two broad ways, by
disallowing improper charges already incurred in rate proceedings, and by prohibiting extravagant or
unnecessary charges before they are incurred.”
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more difficult to ex-post deem imprudent than simple spot purchases.

17

Deviating from traditional rate setting due to rapidly rising costs in the 1970s, many
state commissions approved the use of “fuel adjustment clauses” (FACs). As firms facing
these rising costs were constantly initiating rate reviews asking for output price increases,
FACs were designed to pass these “exogenous” fuel price increases onto electricity consumers without formal regulatory meetings.18 The main purpose of these FACs was to
reduce processing lag; the time between filing a conventional rate case and hearing this
case was often in excess of a year.

3.2

Regulatory Structure inducing “as-if ” risk aversion

Joskow (1974) describes an economic and political structure in which the actions of a
passive regulator induces probabilistic “profit bounds” for the firm.19 The bounds are
based on the insight that the nominal output price is the politically salient object for
the regulator; as long as output electricity price remains constant or is decreasing, the
constituency will tend to be happy with the performance of the commission. Based on
this structure, these rough bounds can be described as follows:
1. Given a revenue stream fixed by regulation, if average (nominal) costs are rising
to such an extent that the firm is unable to cover costs, the firm will be forced
to ask for a output price increase in order to remain solvent20 . However, any rate
increase is subject to a prudency review; average costs that are “too high” will not
17

However, commissions have in rare cases disallowed contracts ex-post that reflected unreasonably

poor managerial judgment. However, a paper in the legal field describing some of these cases, Templeton
(1986), says that “once a regulatory agency has “blessed” a particular contract provision or set of terms,
coal companies may find utilities extremely reluctant to deviate from these for fear of incurring renewed
regulatory criticism.”.
18
As the coal market is to a first approximation competitive (see, for example, (Joskow, 1988)), a
typical argument for FACs is that firms cannot materially affect the fuel prices faced through better
procurement strategies (Graves et al., 2007). However, plants can affect the coal price they face via the
choice of contract versus spot coal, an effect not explicitly addressed in Graves et al. (2007).
19
As an alternative source, consider this quote from the Pennsylvania Commission: “There is a range
of reasonableness within which earnings may fluctuate and still be deemed just and reasonable and not
excessive and extortionate.” (Phillips and Brown, 1993)
20
With FACs, the revenue stream will reflect some of the rising fuel costs, but may still be insufficient
to cover the utility’s expenses
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be covered by the regulator.21
2. Once again given a fixed revenue stream, if average costs are decreasing, the firm
will not ask for an output price increase and the regulator will not intervene to
reduce profits. However, if average costs decrease to such an extent that firms are
making exorbitant profits, consumer groups may complain and force the commission
to hold a rate-setting meeting.
Combined, these two items place the following (rough) regulatory constraints on realized profits to the firm expected profit maximization problem2223 :
1. Realized profits above a certain level ΠH are confiscated due to consumer group
initiated rate review.
2. Realized profits in [ΠL1 , ΠH ] are earned by the firm, and no rate review is initiated
by any party.
3. Realized profits in [ΠL2 , ΠL1 ] are deemed prudent losses, and so can be recouped
via a firm initiated rate review and resulting output price increase.
4. Realized profits below ΠL2 are deemed imprudent, and any losses in this range are
incurred by the firm even after a firm initiated rate review.
Under the following setup, it is clear that a firm will optimize over higher moments
of expected cost, rather than simply their mean costs.24 In particular, an otherwise
expected cost minimizing firm facing these constraints will, for example, try to reduce
21

For example, from the Delmarva Supreme Court Decision: “It knew, or should have known, that the

spot market for coal was volatile and shallow, particularly after a 72 day nationwide miners’ strike. While
Delmarva had no way of knowing that spot prices would rise dramatically, there was no requirement
that it waive its right to additional deliveries at the time it did. ... In exercising the waiver it assumed
an unnecessary risk and placed upon its ratepayers the cost of guessing wrong. Such conduct was clearly
imprudent and the Commission finding to that effect must be sustained.”
22
See Figure 1 in Appendix B for a pictoral version of this argument
23
Examples of regulatory theory papers regarding electric utilities which analyze these “lower and
upper profit bound” type models in a static setting include Burness et al. (1980), Isaac (1982), and
Braeutigam and Quirk (1984)
24
Note that I say “cost” rather than “profit” simply because the revenue stream accruing to the firm
is fixed via regulation.
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the variance of their costs in order to avoid Constraints 1 and 4.25 This is what I term
“as-if” risk aversion behavior.

26

Indeed, some argue that regulation penalizes against

the risks associated with high fuel costs, while passing through to consumers any gains
obtained through unusually low fuel costs. For example, Graves et al. (2006) discusses
this point for the traditional rate-setting meetings case.

27

For the more pertinent FAC case28 , Schmidt (1980) notes that some FACs in practice
exercise partial passthrough, where “100 percent of the cost decreases are automatically passed through”, while noting that less than 100 percent of the cost increases are
passed through to the consumer.29 In Appendix B, I sketch a simple model of partial
passthrough which results in a direct equivalence between expected cost minimization
with a regulatory constraint and minimization of mean-variance preferences in cost. The
intuition for this model is that all realized costs are reimbursed one-for-one to the firm,
except for realized costs above a certain threshold. I call this model of regulation “perfect passthrough with prudency bound”. In the case where the distribution of costs are
symmetric, firms with some control over the moments of their cost distribution will care
about the variance as well as the mean of costs. Namely, they exhibit some willingness
to trade off mean and variance of costs in order to lower the amount of mass residing
above the prudency threshold. Note that this stylized model is not meant to perfectly
capture all elements of the regulatory structure in place, but rather to show the economic
intuition behind the claim that regulatory constraints can induce an otherwise expected
25

From example, consider this from the Supreme court ruling for City of Newark v. Delmarva Power

and Light Co: ”Delmarva had also concluded that to be assured a dependable supply of compliance coal
for its new plant, two-thirds of its annual tonnage should be obtained under long-term contract, with
the balance through the spot market, or shorter term contracts.” There is mention of rough percentages
expected to come from contract to versus spot within the bylaws of other utilities as well.
26
In the Regulatory Appendix, I show in a simple stylized model (for the FAC case) that Constraint
4 alone can induce this “as-if” risk averse behavior.
27
The authors’ quote is “The risk of regulatory disallowance of a large deferred balance of fuel or
purchased power costs (absent an AAC) does not involve both up and downside prospective returns for
investors. Rather, it only involves a downside possibility. ”. Note that AAC stands for “automatic
adjustment clause”, which is synonymous to a FAC
28
The majority of states in 1987 were under some form of fuel adjustment clause. The table of states,
as well as the number of plants in my sample, under FAC regulation is available upon request.
29
This type of partial passthrough is designed to enhance incentives for cost minimization with respect to fuel procurement, and so comes under the heading of “incentive regulation”. See Joskow and
Schmalensee (1986) for more details on this topic.
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cost minimizing firm to exhibit preferences over higher moments of cost as well.

3.3

Post 1992 Changes in Legislation Resulting in Decreased
Regulatory Bias

One of the most important pieces of legislation from before my sample period is the Public
Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA), which allowed non-utility facilities30
to enter the electricity market. In 1979, 97% of electricity was generated from utility
plants, with this percentage steadily declining to 91% by 1991. Especially in the 1980s,
these generators were mainly large electricity consumers producing electricity for their
own use, though there were relatively rare instances of electricity generation sales to
regulated utilities. However, non-utility generation mainly influenced the market for
electricity, and therefore the coal market, subsequent to 1992 due to the Energy Policy
Act.

31

The Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPACT) expanded access to electricity transmission
grids to independent power producers (also known as “non-utility generators”). This
Act was a large factor in introducing competition to the wholesale electricity market
that persists today.32 This increased competition from unregulated generators largely
decoupled the price of input coal from the effects of regulation, both because unregulated
generators entered the market for coal in much larger numbers and because regulated
utilities were forced to purchase electricity from the unregulated generators if the costs
to produce were above some threshold level.33 Therefore, I expect that the effects of the
regulatory distortion towards risk aversion should be diminished in the post 1992 period
30

The main distinction between ”utility” and ”non-utility” generation is that utility generation is

regulated while non-utility generation is not.
31
This historical overview is primarily derived from a historical retrospective provided by Energy
Information Administration (EIA) available at this link.
32
The full quote from the above EIA source: “As earlier stated, EPACT provided a Federal mandate
to open up the national electricity transmission system to wholesale suppliers, marking the beginning
of competition in the electric power industry, and was the impetus for significant structural changes. In
1996, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) issued its Order 888, which carried out the
goal of EPACT. From the 1970s until 1992, little change had occurred in the industry, either structurally
or operationally, with the exception of the creation of nonutility qualifying facilities brought about by
PURPA.”
33
The purchase of electricity from unregulated generators falls under the heading of “avoided cost”.
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characterized by the increased prevalence of these unregulated generators.

34

As will be

shown below, both the descriptive and structural findings support this hypothesis.
In addition, the 1990 amendments to the Clean Air Act enacted tougher regulation on
sulfur emissions, acid rain due to ash content, and other environmental concerns. Here,
transaction cost theory seemingly predicts that asset specificity concerns35 would increase
post 1990, leading to an increase in quantity of coal purchased via contract relative to
spot and an increase in the contract price premium over spot price. We will see below
that these predictions from transaction cost economics do not hold in the data.

4

Data Description

4.1

Data Sources and Construction

My data span the time period from 1983 to 1998, and are compiled from three main
sources. All three sources are derived from forms maintained by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC). First, I use Form EIA-906, which provides monthly
data at a plant level on consumption, generation, and inventory magnitudes by fuel type
used. Descriptions of these variables, as well as all other variables mentioned in this
section, are relegated to Table 1 and A1-A4.36 Another dataset originates from Form
EIA-423, and provides transaction-level data at a monthly level on type of transaction,
quantity received, per-BTU price, fuel type, and various fuel characteristics such as
BTU, sulfur and ash content. Finally, I utilize the Coal Transportation Rate DataBase
(hereafter CTRDB), which contains contract-year level data specifying the minemouth
price, transport rate, specific contract bounds on delivered fuel, etc for contract coal.37
From this raw dataset, I create a contract level dataset where the unit of observation is
34

Note that the actual execution of EPACT began in 1996, and the majority of the restructuring took

place around 1998-2000. Below, I will occasionally reference “pre versus post 1992” predictions and
results. Based on the EPACT execution dates, some may say it is more accurate to consider the period
subsequent to 1996, where the majority of these regulatory changes began to be implemented. In using
1992 as a cutoff, I attempt to capture the (perhaps anticipatory) trend of increased competition from
unregulated generators that began even prior to 1996.
35
In explanation, the need for a specific type of coal with regards to sulfur content, ash content, BTU
content, etc.
36
Any tables and figures marked with an “A” are in Appendix A.
37
“Minemouth price” simply means the price of the coal at the coal mine, excluding transportation
costs.
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a contract assigning coal to be delivered to a certain location. Therefore, the contract
analysis is performed at the plant, rather than firm, level. I also compile data from other
sources as well, and a full description of how I constructed the data is found in the Data
Appendix.38

4.2

Descriptive Evidence

Table 1 presents summary statistics for the contract coal analysis from 1983-1992. The
unit of observation here is a coal contract. The main takeaway from these summary
statistics is the very small number of minemouth plants in my dataset, which indicates
that this form of relationship-specific investment will be difficult to detect in the ensuing
analysis. This is true of my 1993-1998 sample as well. Note again that all summary
statistics are relegated to Appendix A.

4.3

Aggregate Time-Series Path of Contract versus Spot Magnitudes

In Figures 1(a) and 2(a), I show the time path, averaged over plants, of contract versus
spot coal magnitudes for prices and quantities, respectively. Examining Figure 1(a), it is
apparent that the path of prices changes dramatically in 1986. This huge drop observed
in coal prices in 1986 is documented to be due to the collapse of the OPEC oil quota
agreement. (Gately et al., 1986).39 I do not explicitly use the“1986 oil price collapse”
in my analysis, but am careful to account for this unexpected economic shock when
necessary.
Also from Figure 1(a), we observe that the contract premium is steadily declining
post-1992, especially in the period subsequent to 1996. This trend is even more apparent
in Figure 1(b), where I plot the difference between contract and spot prices. As mentioned previously, this remarkable decline in the contract premium is coincident with the
vast restructuring brought about by opening the national transmission grid to wholesale
electricity suppliers. Namely, unregulated generation in the wholesale market reduces
the potential effects of regulatory-induced risk aversion, both through the direct effects
38
39

The Data Appendix is currently still under construction.
In Appendix A, I compare coal to the other two BTU-based fuels: oil and gas. The corresponding

price graph for oil also displays this dramatic decrease.
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of entering the coal market as well as the mandate that regulated utilities purchase electricity from these “qualified generators” if their own costs of production exceed some
threshold. Therefore, these simple graphs provides preliminary evidence towards the notion that the contract price premium indicative of firm risk-aversion is brought about by
the regulatory structure in place in 1983-1992.
Figure 2(a), which documents the quantity purchased on contract versus spot markets,
shows the puzzling fact that, faced with these higher contract prices relative to the market
spot price, firms still purchase the majority of their input coal via contract. In comparing
pre versus post 1992, we do not see the drop in contract quantity purchased that we would
expect due to the regulatory changes from EPACT. However, the more pertinent graph
to examine for this effect is the proportion of coal purchased via contract relative to the
spot market; this is displayed in Figure 2(b).40 Here, we see the expected trend that the
proportion of coal purchased via contract declines precipitously after EPACT is passed
in 1992.41

5

Descriptive Results from the Contract Dataset

5.1

Introduction and Setup

This section has three main objectives. First, I compare results from my dataset with
the earlier work documented in Joskow (1987) on a similar time period. In particular,
I initially simply re-run the contract duration regressions specified within his paper in
order to confirm that the transaction cost predictions from Joskow’s earlier work also
hold descriptively in my data. Then, I demonstrate within Joskow’s transaction-cost
framework that the inclusion of risk aversion covariates to the contract duration regression
provides additional explanatory power. In my regressions, these risk-aversion covariates
are the standard deviation of spot price and coal consumption, as well inventory holdings.
Then, deviating from the cited paper, I look at both the total contract quantity purchased
40

Note that these plots are aggregated over a potentially different set of plants in each month (namely,

those purchasing coal via both contract and the spot market in that month). The trends discussed
still hold when graphing over a balanced panel of plants that transact via both contract and spot in all
months.
41
In Appendix A, I extend Figures 1 and 2 to display the period 1983-2008. After 2000, the aggregate
mean contract price actually drops below the mean spot price, and so we see a corresponding increase
in the proportion of coal purchased via contract.
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and proportion of coal purchased via contract by a plant at each date42 , and show that
risk aversion covariates are important when considering these dependent variables as
well. Finally, I find that these descriptive risk-aversion findings are diminished, but
do not entirely vanish, when we estimate the same regressions for the years spanning
1993-1998.
Note that all of the regressions in this section are descriptive in nature. They should
be interpreted as best linear predictions estimated in order to capture conditional correlations in the data. The goal in this section is to examine the extent to which these
correlations are consistent with different economic theories. For example, a finding that
proportion of coal purchased via contract is positively correlated with the variance of
spot price faced, conditional on other covariates, is consistent with a theory of plant
risk-aversion as we would expect risk averse plants facing a higher variance in spot price
to contract for larger percentages of coal.43
Finally, the variances of spot price and coal consumption might arguably be considered as primitives in a transaction cost approach as well as a risk aversion theory. One
interpretation of the transaction cost story is that the contracting choice represents a
tradeoff between ex-post flexibility and avoidance of ex-post hold-up concerns. To the
extent that higher variances in spot price and coal consumption display greater flexibility in firm behavior, we may expect higher variances to correspond to lower duration
contracts and lower contract quantities. This transaction cost prediction is at odds with
the risk-aversion prediction that higher variances faced by the plant correspond to higher
measures of contract behavior. As we will see below, the evidence in this case supports
the risk-aversion prediction rather than a “flexibility” prediction from transaction cost
economics.

5.2

Results from the Contract Duration Regressions

First, I simply re-run the contract duration regressions from Joskow (1987), including
contract year fixed effects. I find qualitatively similar results, listed in Table 2; all else
equal, the plants located in the Midwest and West tend to have longer duration contracts,
42

Joskow (1987) examines the quantity purchased from a given contract rather than from all contracts

a given plant has signed.
43
Of course, this intuition can hold within plant, over time as well: we may expect plants to take on
a higher contract quantity when they expect the variance of spot prices to be higher
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with the Western region having longer duration contracts than the Midwest.44 Within
a transaction-cost framework, this result lends evidence towards the “site specificity”
of plants: plants in the East and Midwest located closer to relevant spot markets are
less likely to encounter a hold-up problem when coal supply is low relative to plants in
the West. However, this type of result can also be rationalized through a “supply risk”
story. Namely, plants at a greater risk of running out of coal without a spot market
nearby to purchase from will be more likely to ensure delivery through contract for
longer durations. Finally, the estimated coefficient on the minemouth plant indicator is
imprecisely estimated in all specifications, though it is positive as predicted by transaction
cost theory. As there are only two minemouth plant contracts in my sample, I do not
wish to infer much about this type of asset specificity from my dataset.
I also re-run the contract duration regression including spot price and its standard
deviation, the standard deviation of plant consumption, and the plant’s inventory holdings. The spot price used is averaged from the monthly transaction data over the year
the contract was signed, and the plant consumption and inventory variables are summed
over this same twelve month span. The standard deviations of spot price and consumption are based on the monthly deviations over the contract year signing.45 These results
for contracts signed from 1979-1992 are in Table 3. One would expect that plants facing more variable demand would contract for longer durations, as would plants facing a
higher standard deviation in spot prices. Also, I would expect that, all else held fixed,
plants holding higher inventories of coal will contract for longer durations. The reasoning
behind this is that holding inventories is another method to hedge against risk, and so
higher inventories are indicative of plants exhibiting higher levels of risk aversion. These
intuitions regarding the direction of the effects hold true in first column of Table 3, noting however that the coefficient on inventory faced is insignificant in Specification (1).
Cumulatively, these results point towards uncertainty faced by the plant playing some
role in determining contract duration.46
44

A key difference between the regression documented in Table 2 and those from Joskow (1987) is that

his region dummies are based on where the mine is located, whereas my results are based on where the
plant is located. Transaction cost theory has similar predictions for either set of dummies, as discussed
in Joskow (1987). Indeed, the regression results using supply region dummies are qualitatively similar,
and are provided in Appendix A5.
45
The results do not differ substantially when these standard deviations are constructed from the
previous year’s data instead.
46
I consider a series of robustness checks, including addition of total distance between the contracting
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Further, I include in the second column of Table 3 the results of the contract duration
without the spot price covariates. This column is included first as a caution that the
set of plants transacting in the spot market is not a random subsample of the overall
set of plants. Primarily, including only plants who transact on the spot market tends to
exclude more plants from the West. As expected, these excluded plants also tend to have
slightly higher inventory than the plants transacting in the spot market. Based on this,
one can think of the regression including spot transaction covariates as examining the
tradeoff between contract and spot transactions, rather than an unconditional exploration
of why utilities contract in general. Where possible here and below, I try to also include
the results from the same regression excluding spot covariates. Note here that both
of the coefficients on inventory and standard deviation of consumption are positive and
significant, consistent with behavior under risk aversion. Finally, note that the coefficients
on the Midwest and West region indicators are positive, statistically significant, and the
magnitude of the West coefficient is greater than the Midwest coefficient. Therefore,
both risk aversion and transaction cost stories provide relevant explanatory power to the
contract duration context.47

5.3

Duration Results comparing the before and after 1992 periods

In Table 5, I consider contracts signed from 1979-1998.48 I include year fixed effects, as
well as the same transaction cost covariates and controls as before.49 The main difference
from the Table 3 regression is that I spline the risk-aversion covariates for before and after
1992. The prediction is that the legislative changes encouraging increased competition
from unregulated generators after 1992 will dampen the risk-aversion effects observed in
mine and plant, coal characteristics (such as sulfur, ash, etc.), state level indicator for whether a fuel
adjustment clause was in place, plant state-level fixed effects, etc. The findings regarding the relevant
risk aversion coefficients remain the same as those in Table 3 for all of these checks.
47
The regression results using supply region indicators, found in Table A6, show similar results. Interestingly, when including my additional “risk aversion” covariates, the coefficients on the supply region
indicators lose significance and do not follow the pattern predicted by a transaction cost explanation.
48
I do not include data from beyond 1998 in the descriptive results mainly because due to the fidelity
of the dataset containing inventory and consumption.
49
Note that I do not report the coefficients corresponding to some of these controls in the table purely
for space considerations. The full results are available upon request.
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the 1983-1992 sample. This prediction is largely borne out in the results. The coefficient
on the standard deviation of spot price is positive in both time periods, but is smaller
for the post period. Further, the “post” coefficient on standard deviation of spot price
cannot be statistically distinguished from zero. The inventory variable seems to follow
the expected pattern pre and post 1992, but is only precisely estimated for the precoefficient in Specification (2). Finally, the standard deviation of coal consumption is
positive and significant for both specifications and time periods, but seems to be roughly
of the same magnitude across 1992. Therefore, the effect of risk aversion covariates do
diminish somewhat post 1992, especially considering standard deviation of spot price
(and inventory holdings to a lesser extent), but do not seem to disappear completely.

5.4

Results Regarding the Contract Quantity Regressions

For this section, I deviate from Joskow (1987) in that I first consider the total amount
of coal contracted for in a given month, rather than the amount purchased from a given
contract when signed. This is based on the fact that a given plant may sign multiple
contracts, and so risk-aversion behavior is best captured through the overall amount of
contracting rather than looking at each individual contract.50 The unit of observation
for these regressions is plant-date. These contract quantity regressions, under different
specifications using date and/or plant fixed effects, are documented in Table A7. Note
that the standard deviation covariates for spot price and consumption are calculated
within plant, across months of the observation’s year.51 Further, the consumption and
inventory “profile” variables are averages over the whole sample for each plant from the
monthly data, and are meant to capture a given plant’s characteristics in these domains
rather than variation in behavior from a plant over time. For example, the consumption
“profile” is meant to control for the effects of plant size, rather than a time-varying effect
corresponding to the plant’s overall coal consumption behavior in each month

52

.

The broad takeaway from Table A7 is that risk aversion covariates do seem to have
explanatory power for how much contract quantity a plant chooses to purchase in each
month. Further, the magnitude corresponding to the standard deviation of spot price
50

As plants hold multiple contract simultaneously, I cannot cleanly consider supply region of the coal

in these regressions. For this reason, I continue to use plant region dummies instead.
51
This is exactly how I calculate the standard deviations for the contract duration regression above.
52
Of course, monthly coal consumption is highly correlated with contract purchased each month
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and consumption, as well as inventory holdings, seems to diminish when including plant
fixed effects. This points towards cross-sectional plant-level variation being important in
examining the effects of risk aversion, a claim further evidenced in the next subsection.
Finally, two findings complicate the interpretation of the Table A7 results. First, when
including plant fixed effects, the standard deviation of consumption is negatively conditionally correlated with contract quantity. Also, the region indicators follow the expected
pattern of “positive and increased magnitude for West” from transaction cost economics
only for Specifications (2) and (3). For these reasons, I consider in the next subsection a
more careful construction of both the plant sample and the variance covariates.

5.5

Contract Quantity, before and after 1992

Doing a similar “differences” type regression using contract quantity, rather than contract
duration, may be problematic. This is due to the fact that contracts are inherently
objects with lagged response. Though we may observe the behavior of new contract
signings change immediately, as in the contract duration regression, it is unclear how
plants with existing contracts will respond to an unforeseen change in regulation bringing
about additional competition from unregulated generators. For this reason, I eschew
running these difference contract quantity regressions comparing the effect of risk aversion
covariates before and after 1992.
Instead, I find monthly estimates of the conditional means and variances of spot price
and demand facing each plant under a VAR(1) setup with GARCH errors for two time
periods: 1987-1992 and 1993-1998.53 I estimate these moments only for the subset of
plants transacting in both the contract and spot markets in all months of the sample.
These plants have easy access to spot markets, yet still purchase contract coal under
higher prices. This is a particularly good testing ground for the effects of “as-if” risk
aversion on contracting behavior, as the effects of transaction cost economics are most
likely small for these types of plants.54 Further, the “lagged response” issue regarding
contracts described above should be less pronounced with this subsample, as plants can
53

The details of this methodology and its implementation are explained fully in the next section, but

I present descriptive results using the estimates from this time series model here for the purpose of
cohesion.
54
This assertion follows from Joskow (1985), which focuses on the effects of vertical intergration
primarily of minemouth plants. The plants in my subsample are mainly “Case 1” and “Case 2” type
plants, characterized mainly by flexibility in potential suppliers of their input coal.
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more easily substitute away to spot coal if conditions are unfavorable to receiving contract
coal in that period. Finally, based on Joskow (1985),the contract durations of these types
of plants will tend to shorter, once again mitigating this “lagged response” concern.
As these plants purchase via both contract and spot transactions, I can consider
contract proportion rather than simply total contract quantity purchased. Table 6 documents these results, and shows that the coefficient on the risk-aversion covariates for
spot price and demand variance are positive and significant in the 1987-1992 sample for
the specifications with date fixed effects. The magnitude of these coefficients diminish
noticeably55 when estimated for the 1993-1998 sample. Finally, note that none of the
coefficients are significant at even the 10% level in the specifications with plant fixed effects, leading me to conclude that the majority of the effects of risk-aversion will be found
via variation in plant heterogeneity rather than within plant deviations in contracting
behavior.56

6

Contract Purchase Model, with Subsequent Spot
Market Purchase

6.1

Introduction:

In order to consider the magnitude of risk aversion displayed by firms, I construct a
fuel procurement model in which each plant first purchases via contracts facing random
spot prices and demand. Then, these random variables are realized, after which the plant
utilizes the spot market to fulfill remaining demand.57 In my context, the plant optimizes
over mean-variance preferences in the overall total costs of procuring a given amount of
55

By “noticeably”, I mean at least one standard deviation away from the corresponding coefficient

estimated for the other sample.
56
Summary statistics on the standard deviation of var(spot price) and var(consumption) within plant
show that there is not much variation within plant, across time in these variables. The distribution of
spot price and demand that each plant faces does not seem to be changing substantially over time, for
either sample 1987-1992 or 1993-1998.
57
As mentioned above, I estimate at the plant, rather than firm, level in order to account for across
state variation in spot prices (among other reasons). A firm level model would force me to average spot
prices from multiple plants in different states.
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coal.58 The model specified will be applied to the data each period; essentially, I solve a
series of static problems for each plant over time.
The model is estimated in two stages. In the first stage, I obtain estimates of the
conditional mean and variance of spot price and demand for each plant, where I condition
on the information available to the plant at the beginning of the time period. In order to
calculate these means and variances, I utilize time-series variation, within plant, in spot
prices and coal consumption. In particular, for each plant, I estimate using a VAR(1)
model with GARCH(1,1) errors in the changes of the relevant variables.59 Partly in
order to feasibly estimate this model, I focus only on those plants that transact via both
contract and spot in every period.60 Also, transaction cost effects are unlikely to be a
factor in this subsample of plants with ready access to spot market coal.61
The second stage estimation takes as inputs these first stage means and variances of
prices and demand for each plant. I then consider a plant which exhibits preferences over
mean and variance of total costs, and derive the first order conditions implied by this
static model. As this model of behavior applies individually to each plant, I could apply
this F.O.C within plant for each time period in order to obtain a plant-specific parameter
governing the tradeoff between mean and variance of costs. However, a worry with this
approach is that I have only “one time series observation” for each plant. Both to assuage
these concerns, as well as utilize cross-sectional (across plant) variation, I estimate one
parameter determining risk-aversion.6263
I will discuss this derivation in reverse order, in that I will solve the second stage
timing model first, demonstrating where the spot price and demand moments enter the
58

All quantity magnitudes for the model are in BTUs, as converting input coal to output electricity

is mainly a function of the coal’s heat content.
59
This specification is described further below.
60
As in the descriptive section, this subsample of plants is “spot market inclined”. This entails plants
mainly from the East coast, who tend to have lower than average inventory. This second point is
favorable to my static formulation
61
Recall that transaction cost economics considers the potential for ex-post holdup in repeated bargaining between mine and plant in the absence of ex-ante contracting. This ex-post hold up is unlikely
to be a factor for plants transacting in the spot market every period.
62
Further, the results from the contract quantity specifications in Section 5 show that across plant
variation is perhaps more important to consider than within plant variation.
63
Given that my sample consists of mainly East Coast plants transacting via both contracts and spot
markets, and the regulatory regime in place for each of these states, it is not unreasonable to assume
that the risk-aversion parameter governing these plants should at least be similar.
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problem. Then, I will detail the time series variation I utilize in the first stage in order
to estimate these moments.

6.2
6.2.1

The Second Stage Formulation
Preliminaries and Assumptions

In each period, a plant minimizes over the conditional mean and variance of total cost of
input coal purchased via contract and through the spot market. In particular, I allow for
a specific form of risk-aversion in which the plant cares about uncertainty only through
its first two moments.64 Within this model, the plant first chooses contract quantity,
facing a random spot price and demand. Then, both spot price and demand are realized.
Finally, in order to satisfy realized, inelastic demand, the plant purchases the remaining
input coal necessary from the spot market at whatever the prevailing price may be.
Note that I assume in this model that both contract and spot prices are unaffected by a
given generating facility’s purchasing behavior; the plant takes both prices as given when
making their purchase choices.
More concretely, consider the following model of plant behavior for each time t:
1. At the beginning of time t, consider a plant with the following information set: they
have knowledge of current contract price pC
t , but only know past spot price and
demand realizations {pSt−q , Yt−q }tq=1 respectively. At this point, the plant chooses
contract quantity ct .
2. Current spot price and demand pSt , Yt is realized.
3. The plant chooses spot quantity st to satisfy its inelastic realized demand: st =
max{Yt − ct , 0}.
Note that I simplify away from inventory considerations in this static setup. Namely,
I do not model plant storage of input coal for later use.65 This follows roughly in line
64

This can correspond to an assumption made in the first stage about the residual uncertainty in spot

price and demand being Bivariate Normally distributed. Of course, the first two moments are sufficient
statistics for the whole distribution in the Normal Case.
65
In another working paper, I construct a dynamic model considering the inventory decision in face of
the regulatory structure in place. The preliminary findings from this work show a small, but significant,
parameter determining plant risk-aversion.
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with the regulatory mandate against “speculative positions” in input fuel purchase.66
Based on this regulatory bias against “playing the input market”, I do not expect plants
to speculatively purchase and store more coal on the spot market when spot prices are
low.67 In short, my model abstracts away from any longer-term dynamics which may be
present in this industry. To the extent that inventory provides another outlet through
which plants can protect against uncertainty, the parameter I estimate should be a lower
bound on the degree of risk-aversion exhibited.
6.2.2

Setup and Solution

Codifying the above explanation, each plant solves the following minimization problem
for each period t:
min
S
C
S
{Et [pC
t ct + pt (Yt − ct )] + λV art [pt ct + pt (Yt − ct )]}
ct ≥ 0
Firstly, note that I have already plugged in for the fact that the plant will purchase
spot quantity Yt − ct after demand and spot price are realized.68
More substantially, the fact that the variance of the costs enters in additively and
linearly is for ease of exposition. The same derivation applies for fairly generic preferences
over mean and variance.69 However, note that the plant’s preference parameter λ, which
governs the plant’s tradeoff between mean and variance of total costs, does not change
over time. This allows me to use time-series variation within plant in order to estimate
this model. In my analysis, I also impose that λ is the same across plants, in order to
utilize across plant (cross-sectional) variation as well.
Skipping the derivation of the first order condition70 , I find the following estimating
equation:
S
S
S
S
pC
t = Et [pt ] + 2λ(ct V art [pt ] + Covt [pt , pt Yt ])

(1)

In estimating the above equation, note that I will replace V art [pSt ] and Covt [pSt , pSt Yt ]
66
67

I encountered this type of language in legal findings regarding utilities and their relevant commission.
Indeed, the basic descriptive facts in my data contradict a theory in which plants inventory more

via the spot market when spot prices are low.
68
As previously mentioned, I have abstracted away from inventory. In estimation, I impose this
assumption by letting Yt ≡ ct + st , considering the amount of coal purchased in each period rather than
consumed.
69
Considering U (E[T C], V ar[T C]), I can simply let λ ≡
70
This derivation is provided in Appendix B.
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U2
U1

and solve as before.

with their first stage estimates. As a result, both of these magnitudes will have estimation
error, justifying the error term I use in the second stage estimation.71
However, as defined, λ is not a unitless measure of the magnitude of risk-aversion. In
order to create such a measure, I examine the elasticity capturing the trade-off between
mean and variance of total costs. Define:

t ≡

S
S
V art [pC
U2 V art [pC
t ct + pt (Yt − ct )]
t ct + pt (Yt − ct )]
=
λ
S
S
U1 Et [pC
Et [pC
t ct + pt (Yt − ct )]
t ct + pt (Yt − ct )]

(2)

Note that, as defined, λ, and therefore the elasticity, should be positive (due to U2 > 0).
Intuitively, this positive elasticity is indicative of a positive marginal rate of substitution;
the plant is willing to accept higher mean costs in exchange for lower variance in costs.
Standard errors for this elasticity are derived from the standard error of the estimate of
λ using the Delta Method.

6.3

First Stage Estimation

Based on equation (1), we need estimates for conditional moments Et [pSt ], V art [pSt ], and
Covt [pSt Yt , Yt ]. In order to obtain these moments, I consider a VAR(1) model with
GARCH(1,1) errors.727374
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However, we do not observe both the contract and spot prices in all periods for the
majority of plants, as most plants do not transact in both the contract and spot markets
every period. Even more troubling, these observations are unlikely to be Missing at
For example, V art [pSt ] = V arˆt [pSt ] + t , where Et [t ] = 0
Briefly, GARCH(1,1) errors imply that t ∼ N (0, Ht ), where Ht = C + A0 t−1 0t−1 A + G0 Ht−1 G.
73
I consider changes in the relevant variables instead of the levels in order to partially alleviate any

71

72

potential stationarity concerns in estimating a VAR model.
74
For a brief overview of the GARCH error structure, see the following working paper regarding
commodity price forecasting Bernard et al. (2006). The authors claim that, given monthly data as I have,
a “random walk” model with GARCH effects outperforms the alternatives. As I needed to calculate
the moments of the levels of the variables, I did not take logs of the variables before differencing as
prescribed in the cited paper.
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Random, as plants are less likely to purchase on the spot market in periods in which the
spot price is relatively high (for example). I avoid this issue by simply estimating the
first and second stage models for those plants that transact in both the spot and contract
markets in every period. This approach likely understates the effects of high spot price
volatility, neglecting to include plants that purchase all of their coal via contract in high
spot price periods. Therefore, this approach is conservative in assessing the effects of risk
aversion.75
6.3.1

First Stage Sample Considerations

As mentioned previously, aggregate contract and spot coal prices dramatically decrease
in 1986. This sudden structural break is termed the “1986 Oil Price Collapse”, and was
brought about due to a breakdown in OPEC’s oil quota agreement. In terms of my first
stage model, this renders as unlikely the notion that contract and spot prices pre-1986
exhibit the same mean and variance as post-1986. For now, my solution to this issue is
simple; I only use data from post-1986 in estimation. This affords me 72 months of data
for each plant for the 1987-1992 sample. I also estimate separately for the 1993-1998
sample, again giving me 72 months of data.76

7

Results from the Contract Timing Model

7.1

Comparison of the Model results pre and post 1992

Recalling from the previous section, the relevant magnitude arising from the model is it ,
the elasticity governing the plant’s trade-off between mean of total costs and variance
of costs. From Table 7, we see that the mean 87−92 = 2.512.77 In words, this result
indicates that a plant will want a 2.512% decrease in the mean of total costs in exchange
for incurring a 1% increase in the variance of costs. Here,  = 0 represents risk neutrality,
75

Though most of the missing price data corresponds to spot transactions, there are missing contract

prices as well. Namely, there are periods in which the plant purchases entirely from the spot market
(with no contract coal).
76
I also considered inclusion of the year 1999. The empirical results from the 1993-1999 sample are
even more pronounced, in that we cannot even reject the Null hypothesis of expected cost minimization
when estimating with this sample. This is most likely due to the fact that the restructuring efforts were
in effect by 1999.
77
I will denote the sample mean of it over both plants and time as 
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which corresponds to plants unwilling to incur any increase in mean costs in exchange
for lowering the variance of costs. Note that, the standard deviation presented is not
a standard error indicating lack of significance of ; indeed, the λ parameter detailed
above is significant at the 1% level.78 The mean and variance of costs are provided to
benchmark what percent changes represent in absolute dollar terms.
Comparing 87−92 to the post-1992 value, note that 93−98 = 1.013, which is less
than the corresponding elasticity from the 1987-1992 sample. This result is in line with
the intuition that the regulatory changes leading to increased competition post 1992
correspond to the regulated plants being forced closer to expected cost minimization.7980
As noted in the regulation section, if a given regulated plant cannot produce electricity
at a lower cost than some upper threshold, the regulated plant may be forced to purchase
the electricity from an unregulated entity. Based on this, as well as the direct effects of
increased competition from these unregulated generators, we would expect the finding
that even regulated utilities exhibit lower “as-if” risk aversion in the post 1992 period.

7.2

Comparison with the Expected Cost Minimization Counterfactual

In addition to my model estimation results, I can examine a simple counterfactual that
sheds some light on the extent of risk aversion present. Namely, I consider the counterfactual under risk neutrality, where plants minimize expected cost without any concern for
the variance of profits. In practical terms, this results in the plant choosing to purchase
C
S
via contract if min{pC
t , Et [pt ]} = pt and purchasing via the spot market otherwise.

Empirically, this decision rule will lead plants to purchase via the spot market in the
majority of periods, as the expected spot price is usually below the contract price.
Note that the above counterfactual allows for a simple reporting of the “money left
on the table” by the observed deviation from expected cost minimization. Further, this
statistic does not rely on my fuel procurement model, though I must still maintain the
78

In order to calculate standard errors for , I used the Delta Method;  is also significant at the 1%

level.
79
The easiest way to think about this is to recall that the expected cost minimization case corresponds
to λ=0.
80
When estimating with 1993-1999 data, I find that we cannot reject the Null hypothesis that λ = 0.
For this sample, the estimated elasticity of 0.235 was even smaller than the estimate for 1993-1998.
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assumptions necessary for estimation of the first stage VAR(1) model with GARCH
errors.81 For the period 1987-1992, I find that the percentage increase in expected total
costs in the observed case relative to the cost minimization counterfactual, averaged
monthly over plants, is 18.47%, providing further evidence that the regulatory distortion
away from expected cost minimization is sizable.82
Now constructing an elasticity measure comparable to that obtained from my fuel procurement model, let me first define some notation. With k ∈ {Actual, Counterf actual}
indexing the scenario considered, let E(T C k ) and V ar(T C k ) be the mean and variance
over plants respectively in scenario k. Then, I will construct a finite-difference version of
the preference parameter λ governing the tradeoff between mean and variance of profits
as follows83 :
λCounter ≡

(V ar(T C C ) − V ar(T C A ))
(E(T C C ) − E(T C A ))

(3)

In order to compare directly with elasticity measures reported above from the fuel
procurement model, I will consider:
Counter ≡ λCounter

E(T C A )
V ar(T C A )

(4)

I find that Counter
= 8.441. As expected, this ”finite difference” elasticity is larger
87−92
relative to the elasticity derived from the contract timing model. We should expect this
result because the bundle implied by pure cost minimization should be suboptimal under
the corresponding utility maximization problem. In particular, the marginal rate of substitution (MRS) U2 /U1 implied by pure cost minimization bundle should be larger than
the corresponding MRS for the actual bundle constructed under utility maximization.84
This basic check of the static model with mean-variance preferences is confirmed for the
pre 1992 results, as well as the mean elasticity corresponding to the post 1992 sample.
81

85

Note that this includes the timing assumptions regarding what is observable at the beginning of

period t.
82
In absolute terms, the monthly average over plants of this increase in expected total costs is $1572556.
83
As mentioned above, E(T C A ), E(T C C ), V ar(T C A ), and V ar(T C C ) are estimated from a VAR(1)
model with GARCH(1,1) errors. I then take the sample mean over both plants and time in order to
obtain a single magnitude for λCounter
84
The basic intuition is as follows: a risk-averse plant consuming the cost minimization bundle is
taking on too much variance relative to the decrease in mean cost. Therefore, this plant needs to be
compensated with a larger decrease in mean cost for a one unit increase in variance relative to the actual
(utility-maximizing) bundle.
85
I find that Counter
= 2.296, which is larger than 93−98 = 1.013 as expected.
93−98
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8

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, I posit that the regulatory structure in place induces plants to act “as
if’ they are risk averse with respect to their fuel procurement behavior. For example,
realized fuel costs deemed to be imprudently high can be disallowed by the regulator,
and therefore incurred by the firm. This “prudence bound” introduces higher order cost
moments into the plant’s objective function. The empirical results indicate that electric
utilities indeed display some form of risk aversion in their decisions over fuel purchase.
This is borne out through the descriptive evidence following the work of Joskow (1987), as
well as estimation of the repeated, cross sectional model of contract versus spot purchases.
In particular, the mean elasticity estimated for 1983-1992 is  = 2.512, indicating a
nontrivial trade-off between mean and variance of total costs for the average plant.
The contracting behavior of electric utilities is typically attributed to the abundance
of relationship-specific investments in the industry. This paper demonstrates that risk
aversion provides an additional explanation for the large proportion of fuel purchased on
contract relative to spot transactions, as well as persistent premium paid for contract
versus spot coal. Further, through comparison with results from the 1993-1998 sample, I
find that the risk aversion effects are diminished, but do not vanish, during this later time
period. I attribute this result to the vast restructuring of the electricity supply industry
due to Energy Policy Act of 1992, which heralded greater competition from unregulated
entities post 1992.
Future work may include studying the effects of regulation on the risk profiles of different types of fuels, similar to a literature of papers utilizing a portfolio-based approach
(for example, (Roques et al., 2008)).

86

In other more preliminary work, I attempt to

embed a dynamic model of inventory into a regulatory framework where irregularly held
rate cases shape the regulatory constraint facing the firm.87 Finally, I am also working on
explicitly modeling the bargaining process inherent in the interaction between regulator
and utility.
86

An issue with this approach in my case is that the majority of utilities only employ one or two out

of the three input fuels coal, oil, or gas. One method of working around this is to aggregate over utilities
and simply explore the time series variation of fuel mix as it relates to fuel price variation. We may
expect a shift away from fuels displaying a higher volatility in prices if regulatory induced risk aversion
plays a role in fuel switching.
87
I also plan on differentiating between the structure implied by utilities facing these rate cases versus
the more common case of utilities facing a fuel adjustment clause arrangement.
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Figure 1(a): Contract versus Spot Coal Price: Mean
By Date, 1983-1999

The contract and spot prices are obtained from monthly FERC Form 423 data on transactions between plant and mine. These prices are
quantity-weighted means over all plants in the sample for each month. The contract prices used are the coal prices as delivered, including
transport costs. The definition of “contract” is an agreement to purchase input coal, with repeated deliveries, lasting greater than one year.

Figure 1(b): Contract Minus Spot Coal Price
Difference: Mean By Date, 1983-1999

The contract and spot prices are obtained from monthly FERC Form 423 data on transactions between plant and mine. These prices are quantityweighted means over all plants in the sample for each month. The contract prices used are the coal prices as delivered, including transport costs
(spot prices also include transport charges). The definition of “contract” is an agreement to purchase input coal lasting greater than one year.

Figure 2(a): Contract versus Spot Coal Quantities:
Sum By Date, 1983-1999

The contract and spot quantities are obtained from monthly FERC Form 423 data on transactions between plant and mine. The definition of
“contract” is an agreement to purchase input coal, with repeated deliveries, lasting greater than one year.

Figure 2(b): Proportion of Coal Purchased Via
Contract: By Date, 1983-2001

The contract and spot quantities are obtained from monthly FERC Form 423 data on transactions between plant and mine. The definition of
“contract” is an agreement to purchase input coal, with repeated deliveries, lasting greater than one year.

Table 1: Summary Statistics for Contract Dataset,
1979-1992
Name
Quantity Contracted
Total distance
Minemouth Indicator
Duration
Inventory
Consumption
Spot Price
Sd(consumption)
Sd(Spot Price)
Midwest

West Indicator

Description
Quantity shipped by contract in
year of signing (in 1000 short
tons)
Total distance from mine to
plant
Indicator of whether the plant
is located adjacent to a mine

Contract Duration (in years)
Coal inventory for year of
contract signing (in 1000 short
tons)
Coal consumption for year of
contract signing (in 1000 short
tons)
Average Spot price, gross of
transport (in $/100 million
BTU)
Standard deviation, within the
year the contract was signed,
from monthly data
Standard deviation, within the
year the contract was signed,
from monthly data
Indicator if plant is located in
the Midwest
Indicator if plant is located in
the West

Mean

Std. Dev

N

182.5077

352.2114

1046

471.0264

437.1319

841

0.001912

0.043706

1046

4.683556

5.07289

1046

4702.398

4411.472

1037

1945.598

1777.126

1037

145.6685

28.93943

920

34475.17

25262.2

1037

8.021855

8.220636

885

0.24761

0.43183

1046

0.034417

0.182385

1046

The unit of observation for this table is a contract between mine and plant at the time of signing. The spot
price is averaged over the year of signing from monthly FERC Form 423 data on transactions ,whereas
consumption and inventory variables are summed over the year of signing from monthly plant-level data
obtain from EIA Form 759

Table 2: Estimation of Contract Duration
Regressions from Joskow 1987
VARIABLES
Quantity Contracted
(Quantity Contracted)^2
Minemouth Plant Indicator
Midwest Plant Indicator
West Plant Indicator
Log(Quantity Contracted)
Constant

Contract Year Signed Fixed Effects?
Observations
R-squared

(1)
Duration

(2)
Duration

(3)
Log(Duration)

0.00376***
(0.00114)
-4.04e-07
(4.50e-07)
11.21
(9.562)
2.615***
(0.394)
4.742***
(1.403)
NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

5.018***
(0.518)

11.05
(9.623)
2.822***
(0.401)
4.875***
(1.377)
0.354***
(0.114)
4.258***
(0.648)

0.285
(0.790)
0.455***
(0.0686)
0.629***
(0.186)
0.0822***
(0.0196)
0.931***
(0.118)

Y

Y

Y

1,047
0.222

1,047
0.198

1,047
0.164

Unit of observation is a contract signed between plant and mine, at the year of signing. These data come from the Coal Rate Transportation Data Base.
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 3: Duration Results with Risk-aversion covariates,
1979-1992
VARIABLES
Spot Price
Sd(Spot Price)
Consumption
Sd(consumption)
Inventory
Midwest Indicator
West Indicator
Minemouth Plant Indicator
Log(Contract Quantity)

Observations
R-squared

(1)
Log(duration)
-0.000754
(0.00132)
0.00898**
(0.00375)
-3.13e-05
(3.99e-05)
6.12e-06***
(2.22e-06)
1.75e-05
(1.29e-05)
0.458***
(0.0866)
0.631***
(0.240)
-0.566***
(0.139)
0.0685***
(0.0207)

(2)
Log(duration)
NA

881
0.206

1,037
0.202

NA
-7.77e-05**
(3.93e-05)
5.31e-06**
(2.10e-06)
4.12e-05***
(1.46e-05)
0.443***
(0.0714)
0.630***
(0.184)
0.307
(0.704)
0.0708***
(0.0191)

Contract year signed fixed effects are included
Unit of observation is a contract signed between plant and mine, at the year of signing
The spot price (sd of spot price) are calculated from average (std. deviation) of monthly transaction-level data over the year of the contract signing.
Inventory and consumption are summed from monthly plant-level data, using the within-year standard deviation for std(con)
The spot price data come from monthly, transaction-level data from FERC Form 423. The inventory and consumption data are from FERC Form 759.
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4: Quantity Regression with Risk-aversion covariates,
1983-1992
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Contract quantity

Contract Quantity

Contract quantity

Contract quantity

-0.0932*

-0.323***

NA

NA

(0.0498)

(0.0592)

0.934***

0.262**

NA

NA

(0.153)

(0.125)

0.0121

-0.348***

0.142***

-0.0980*

(0.0475)

(0.0629)

(0.0347)

(0.0520)

0.0575***

0.0250**

0.00939***

-0.0118

(0.00551)

(0.0125)

(0.00340)

(0.00936)

0.709***

0.922***

0.852***

1.067***

(0.0146)

(0.0412)

(0.00919)

(0.0594)

-2.927

9.390**

16.81***

-5.850*

(2.872)

(4.525)

(1.791)

(3.218)

-19.29***

43.46***

46.56***

0.182

(4.518)

(8.049)

(2.993)

(4.911)

Y

N

Y

N

N

Y

N

Y

Observations

13,250

13,250

32,558

32,558

R-squared

0.796

0.870

0.794

0.853

VARIABLES
Contract Premium

Sd(Spot Price)
Sd(consumption)
Inventory Profile

Consumption Profile

Midwest
West

Date Fixed Effects?
Plant Fixed Effects?

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Unit of Observation is Plant-month of sample
Contract Premium = contract price - spot price, and these prices are from monthly FERC Form 423 data on transactions.
The inventory and consumption variables are means for each firm over the entire sample.
The standard deviations for consumption and spot price are taken within year, over months from the corresponding datasets
Contract Quantity, Stock, and Consumption scaled to be in 10 billion BTU
Spot Price scaled to be in $/1millionBTU

Table 5: Duration Regression comparing 1983-1992 to 19931998 Risk Aversion Covariate Results
VARIABLES
Sd(Spot Price)*(year<=1992)

(1)

(2)

Log(duration)

Log(duration)

0.0122***

NA

(0.00406)
Sd(Spot Price) * (year>1992)
Sd(Consumption)*(year<=1992)
Sd(Consumption)*(year>1992)
Inventory*(year<=1992)
Inventory*(year>1992)

Observations
R-squared

0.00328

NA

(0.00307)
5.00e-06**

4.06e-06*

(2.19e-06)

(2.07e-06)

5.25e-06***

6.21e-06***

(1.86e-06)

(1.73e-06)

1.94e-05

3.49e-05***

(1.20e-05)

(1.26e-05)

-2.90e-06

2.29e-06

(1.35e-05)

(1.31e-05)

1,299
0.186

1,501
0.183

Additional covariates are log(tons_shipped), minemouth indicator, plant consumption, region indicators and contract year signed fixed effects
Unit of observation is a contract signed between plant and mine, at the year of signing
The spot price (sd of spot price) are calculated from average (std. deviation) of monthly transaction-level data over the year of the contract signing.
Inventory and consumption are summed from monthly plant-level data, using the within-year standard deviation for std(con)
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Contract year signed fixed effects included

Table 6: Quantity Regression using VAR(1) model with
GARCH errors, Comparing 1983-1992 versus 1993-1998
1983-1992

1993-1998

1983-1992

1993-1998

Contract proportion

Contract proportion

Contract proportion

Contract
proportion

-0.000626**

-0.00177***

-0.000965***

-0.000427

(0.000314)

(0.000282)

(0.000288)

(0.000351)

0.000757***

0.000217**

0.00230

0.00154

(0.000130)

(8.66e-05)

(0.0310)

(0.00360)

8.28e-11***

1.23e-10***

2.34e-10

-5.87e-09

(1.68e-11)

(2.37e-11)

(1.55e-09)

(8.90e-09)

0.0980***

0.0581***

-0.0177

-4.181

(0.0130)

(0.0105)

(0.0152)

(6.193)

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Observations

1,065

1,349

1,065

1,349

R-squared

0.193

0.096

0.452

0.398

VARIABLES
Contract Premium
Var(Spot Price)
Var(consumption)
Midwest or West Plant

Date Fixed Effects?
Plant Fixed Effects?

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Unit of Observation is Plant-month of sample, using a subsample of plant that transact on both contract and spot markets in all periods
Contract Premium = contract price – E[spot price], and these prices are from monthly FERC Form 423 data on transactions.
The variances for consumption and spot price are computed using a VAR(1) model with GARCH errors, and I divided
Contract Quantity, Stock, and Consumption scaled to be in 10 billion BTU
Spot Price scaled to be in $/1millionBTU
In the 1983-1992 sample, there are no West cost plants; there is only one West coast plant in the 1993-1998 sample

Table 7: Statistics relating to Contract Timing
Model using “Complete Price Data” plants
1987-1992

Variable

Mean

1993-1998

Std. Dev.

Mean

Std. Dev

(1) Elasticity from Fuel Procurement model

2.512
(0.491 )

1.882859

1.013
(0.133)

0. 5733408

8.441
(0.751)

6.327

2.296
(2.051)

1.337

8514029

7040916

9550574

6273286

6941473

5314464

8718519

5591085

4134936E6
6058757E6
4287271E6
Note that the standard error of the elasticity is 0.491 for 1987-1992 and 0.133 for 1993-1998.

4110521E6

(2) Elasticity from Cost Minimization Counterfactual

Mean Actual Costs ($)

Mean Cost Minimization Counterfactual Costs ($)

Variance of Actual Costs ($)

Unit of observation is plant-date
(1)is calculated as (U2*varTC)/(U1*meanTC) = λvarTC/meanTC, where λ varies by plant, and costs vary by plant-date
Measure (2) is calculated as λ_counter*(varTC/meanTC), where
λ_counter = -(E[Actual_cost] - E[Counter_cost] )/(Var[Actual_cost] - Var[Counter_cost] )
Note that the counterfactual profits correspond to a case where λ=0 in the fuel procurement model.

Figure A1(a): Contract versus Spot Natural
Gas Price: Mean By Date, 1983-2001

The contract and spot prices are obtained from monthly FERC Form 423 data on transactions between plant and supplier. These prices are
quantity-weighted means over all plants in the sample for each month.

Figure A1(b): Contract versus Spot Oil
Price: Mean By Date

The contract and spot prices are obtained from monthly FERC Form 423 data on transactions between plant and supplier. These prices are
quantity-weighted means over all plants in the sample for each month.

Figure A2(b): Contract versus Spot Coal
Price: Mean By Date for 1983-2008

The contract and spot prices are obtained from monthly FERC Form 423 data on transactions between plant and mine. These prices are
quantity-weighted means over all plants in the sample for each month. The contract prices used are the coal prices as delivered, including
transport costs. The definition of “contract” is an agreement to purchase input coal, with repeated deliveries, lasting greater than one year.

Figure A3: Proportion of Coal Purchased
Via Contract: By Date for 1983-2008

The contract and spot quantities are obtained from monthly FERC Form 423 data on transactions between plant and mine. The definition of
“contract” is an agreement to purchase input coal, with repeated deliveries, lasting greater than one year.

Table A1: Summary Statistics for Contract Dataset,
1993-1998
Name
Quantity Contracted
Total distance
Minemouth Indicator
Duration
Inventory
Consumption
Spot Price

Sd(consumption)
Sd(Spot Price)
Midwest

West Indicator

Description
Quantity shipped by contract in
year of signing (in 1000 short
tons)
Total distance from mine to
plant
Indicator of whether the plant is
located adjacent to a mine
Contract Duration (in years)
Coal inventory for year of
contract signing (in 1000 short
tons)
Coal consumption for year of
contract signing (in 1000 short
tons)
Average Spot price, gross of
transport (in $/100 million
BTU)
Standard deviation, within the
year the contract was signed,
from monthly transaction data
Standard deviation, within the
year the contract was signed,
from monthly transaction data
Indicator if plant is located in
the Midwest
Indicator if plant is located in
the West

Mean

Std. Dev

N

201.0422

365.5236

1538

483.6135

406.3353

1291

0.0013

0.036049

1538

4.084525

4.418937

1538

4311.659

4154.036

1501

2043.263

1824.509

1501

139.5133

29.31748

1376

35441.85

26041.41

1501

10.33279

10.57199

1314

0.277633

0.447977

1538

0.042913

0.202727

1538

The unit of observation for this table is a contract between mine and plant at the time of signing. The spot
price is averaged over the year of signing from monthly FERC Form 423 data on transactions ,whereas
consumption and inventory variables are summed over the year of signing from monthly plant-level data
and obtained from EIA Form 759

Table A2: Summary Statistics for Quantity
Regressions, 1983-1992
Name
Quantity Contracted
Consumption Profile
Inventory Profile
Contract Premium
Sd(consumption)
Sd(Spot Price)
Midwest Indicator
West Indicator

Description
Monthly Contract quantity
delivered (in 10 billion BTUs)
The mean over the entire
sample of consumption for the
plant (in 10 billion BTUs)
The mean over the entire
sample inventory for the plant
(in 10 billion BTUs)
Contract price – Spot price (in
$/100 million BTU)
Standard deviation over the
year of the observation (in 10
billion BTUs)
Standard deviation over the
year of the observation (in
$/100 million BTU)
Indicator if the plant
corresponding to the
observation is from the
Midwest
Indicator if the plant
corresponding to the
observation is from the West

Mean

Std. Dev

N

315.0425

318.0562

39995

356.2306

318.9048

39821

903.4971

853.2557

39821

29.16394

29.48679

15785

82.01099

67.27587

39599

6.821382

8.26906

22388

0.288961

0.453286

39995

0.070234

0.255544

39995

The unit of observation for this table is a plant in a given month. Consumption and inventory “profiles” are
means over the entire sample taken from monthly plant-level data obtain from EIA Form 759. The
remaining variables are taken from monthly transaction level data from FERC Form 423.

Table A3: Summary Statistics for Model
sample, 1987-1992
Name
Contract Proportion
Amount Purchased
Contact Price
Expected Spot Price
Var(Amount
Purchased)
Var(Spot Price)
Midwest or West
Indicator

Description
Monthly Contract quantity
delivered (in 10 billion BTUs)
The mean over the entire
sample of consumption for the
plant (in 10 billion BTUs)
The mean over the entire
sample inventory for the plant
(in 10 billion BTUs)
E[Spot price] (in $/100 million
BTU)
Variance from the
VAR+GARCH model (in
$/100 million BTU squared)
Variance from the
VAR+GARCH model (in
$/100 million BTU squared)
Indicator if the plant
corresponding to the
observation is from the
Midwest

Mean

Std. Dev

N

0.5934726

0.1800457

1065

57115.58

43556.85

1065

152.5111

29.24083

1065

121.5453

30.37961

1065

266000000

386000000

1065

39.41961

44.3839

1065

0.2638498

0.4409259

1065

The unit of observation for this table is a plant in a given month. Contract proportion, total quantity purchased,
and the prices are taken from monthly transaction level data from FERC Form 423. The variance variables
are derived from a VAR model with GARCH(1,1) errors (see paper for the exact specification)

Table A4: Summary Statistics for Model
sample, 1993-1998
Name
Contract Proportion
Amount Purchased
Contract Price
Expected Spot Price
Var(Amount
Purchased)
Var(Spot Price)
Midwest or West
Indicator

Description
Monthly Contract quantity
delivered (in 10 billion BTUs)
The mean over the entire
sample of consumption for the
plant (in 10 billion BTUs)
The mean over the entire
sample inventory for the plant
(in 10 billion BTUs)
E[Spot price] (in $/100 million
BTU)
Variance from the
VAR+GARCH model (in
$/100 million BTU squared)
Variance from the
VAR+GARCH model (in
$/100 million BTU squared)
Indicator if the plant
corresponding to the
observation is from the
Midwest

Mean

Std. Dev

N

0.5757836

0.181688

1162

77990.61

37265.66

1162

140.739

32.90481

1162

125.2757

24.46201

1162

292000000

217000000

1162

37.96364

45.74745

1162

0.3571429

0.4793637

1162

The unit of observation for this table is a plant in a given month. Contract proportion, total quantity
purchased, and the prices are taken from monthly transaction level data from FERC Form 423. The
variance variables are derived from a VAR model with GARCH(1,1) errors (see paper for the exact
specification)

Table A5: Contract Duration Regressions from
Joskow 1987, with Supply Region Dummies
VARIABLES
Quantity Contracted
(Quantity Contracted)^2
Minemouth Plant Indicator
Midwest Plant Indicator
West Plant Indicator
Log(Quantity Contracted)
Constant

Contract Year Signed Fixed Effects?
Observations
R-squared

(1)
Duration

(2)
Duration

(3)
Log(Duration)

0.00409***
(0.00111)
-4.62e-07
(4.23e-07)
12.22
(10.31)
0.781*
(0.438)
2.012***
(0.697)
NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

5.528***
(0.568)

11.86
(10.24)
0.907**
(0.447)
2.483***
(0.693)
0.396***
(0.117)
4.671***
(0.709)

0.419
(0.900)
0.159*
(0.0839)
0.219**
(0.110)
0.0937***
(0.0201)
0.987***
(0.126)

Y

Y

Y

1,044
0.171

1,044
0.146

1,044
0.123

Unit of observation is a contract signed between plant and mine, at the year of signing. These data come from the Coal Rate Transportation Data Base.
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table A6: Duration Results with Risk-aversion
covariates and Supply Region Dummies, 1979-1992
(1)
Log(duration)

(2)
Log(duration)
NA

Sd(Spot Price)

-0.00248*
(0.00136)
0.0134***

Consumption

(0.00412)
-2.80e-05

-6.80e-05*

Sd(consumption)

(3.80e-05)
3.48e-06*

(3.84e-05)
2.42e-06

Inventory

(2.10e-06)
2.97e-05**

(2.04e-06)
5.22e-05***

Midwest Indicator

(1.28e-05)
0.0124

(1.46e-05)
0.116

(0.0938)
-0.0303

(0.0840)
0.115

(0.154)
0.0791***

(0.111)
0.0844***

(0.0211)
-0.633***
(0.137)

(0.0196)
0.460
(0.855)

879
0.163

1,035
0.160

VARIABLES
Spot Price

West Indicator
Minemouth Plant Indicator
Log(Contract Quantity)

Observations
R-squared

NA

Contract year signed fixed effects are included
Unit of observation is a contract signed between plant and mine, at the year of signing
The spot price (sd of spot price) are calculated from average (std. deviation) of monthly transaction-level data over the year of the contract signing.
Inventory and consumption are summed from monthly plant-level data, using the within-year standard deviation for std(con)
The spot price data come from monthly, transaction-level data from FERC Form 423. The inventory and consumption data are from FERC Form 759.
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table A7: Quantity Regression with Risk-aversion covariates,
1983-1992
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Contract quantity

Contract Quantity

Contract quantity

Contract quantity

-0.109**

-0.322***

NA

NA

(0.0498)

(0.0589)

0.835***

0.262**

NA

NA

(0.146)

(0.124)

0.110**

-0.348***

0.202***

-0.149***

(0.0468)

(0.0629)

(0.0327)

(0.0503)

0.0348***

0.0250**

0.00841***

0.0120

(0.00458)

(0.0125)

(0.00298)

(0.00911)

0.750***

0.922***

0.847***

1.056***

(0.0133)

(0.0412)

(0.00863)

(0.0383)

2.156

9.394**

21.09***

1.811

(2.887)

(4.525)

(1.792)

(3.315)

-9.295**

43.43***

47.99***

0.517

(4.363)

(8.048)

(2.858)

(5.010)

Y

N

Y

N

N

Y

N

Y

Observations

13,276

13,276

29,905

29,905

R-squared

0.793

0.870

0.812

0.870

VARIABLES
Contract Premium

Sd(Spot Price)
Sd(consumption)
Inventory Profile

Consumption Profile

Midwest Plant Indicator
West Plant Indicator

Date Fixed Effects?
Plant Fixed Effects?

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Unit of Observation is Plant-month of sample; only plants taking delivery of contract coal in more than half of the sample months are included.
Contract Premium = contract price - spot price, and these prices are from monthly FERC Form 423 data on transactions.
The inventory and consumption variables are means for each firm over the entire sample, and come from monthly FERC 759 data.
The standard deviations for consumption and spot price are taken within year, over months from the corresponding datasets
Contract Quantity, Stock, and Consumption scaled to be in 10 billion BTU
Spot Price scaled to be in $/1millionBTU

Figure B1: Normal Distribution of Profits, with Regulatory Bounds
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Prudency Bound

0

Exorbitance Bound

Profits

The green portions of the graph are ranges of profits where the firm keeps that realization of profits; the yellow portions are
ranges of profits where the regulator steps in and sets realized profit to zero.

Expected Cost Minimization under
Perfect Passthrough Constraint
1

Assumptions
1. Let

T C ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ),

where

σ 2 (µ)

is a decreasing function of

µ ∈ [0, 1]

(a) For now, let the rm choose

and think of

µ

σ 2 (µ) = (1 − µ)2

as an example
2. Perfect passthrough FAC based on

realized

costs such that:

T C if T C ≤ T C
R(T C) =
T C otherwise

2

Setup and Solution

2.1

Firm Expected Cost Minimzation, subject to FAC

min
µ∈[0,1] Et [T C − R(T C)]
min
⇒ µ∈[0,1]
{Et [0 ∗ 1(T C ≤ T C)] + Et [(T C − T C) ∗ 1(T C >
min
⇒ µ∈[0,1] {Et [T C ∗ 1(T C > T C)] − T CEt [1(T C > T C)]}
min
⇒ µ∈[0,1]
{P (T C > T C)(Et [T C|T C > T C] − T C)}

2.2

T C)]}

Useful Results about the Normal distribution

1.

P (T C > T C) = 1 − Φ((T C−µ)/σ),

2.

φ(
/σ)
Et [T C|T C > T C] = µ + σ 1−Φ(
,
(T C−µ)/σ )

where

(T C−µ)

Φ

is the standard Normal cdf

where

φ

is the standard Normal

pdf

2.3

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

Plugging these results in

(T C−µ)/σ )
min
(T C−µ)/σ )](µ + σ φ(
− T C)
µ∈[0,1] [1 − Φ(
1−Φ((T C−µ)/σ)
min
(T C−µ)/σ )](µ − T C) + σφ((T C−µ)/σ )}
µ∈[0,1] {[1 − Φ(
min
(T C−µ)/σ )]µ + T CΦ((T C−µ)/σ ) + σφ((T C−µ)/σ )}
µ∈[0,1] {[1 − Φ(
min
(T C−µ)/σ ) + σφ((T C−µ)/σ )}
µ∈[0,1] {µ + (T C − µ)Φ(

2.4

Additional Assumptions to Simplify to Mean-Variance

φ((T C−µ)/σ) ' φe be approximately
with respect to the choice variable µ. This does not coincide
2
example listed in the rst section where σ (µ = 1) = 0

1. Let

e
Φ((T C−µ)/σ) ' Φ

and

1

constant
with the

2. With this assumption:

⇒

min
e
µ∈[0,1] {µ + (T C − µ)Φ +
min
e
e
µ∈[0,1] {µ − µΦ + σ φ}
min
e
e
µ∈[0,1] {µ(1 − Φ) + σ φ}

⇒

min
µ∈[0,1] {µ

⇒
⇒

+σ

σ φe

e
φ
}, which is the mean-variance objective function
e)
(1−Φ

2

Contract Timing Model
Akshaya Jha
October 11, 2011

1

Preliminaries

1.1

Notation

• ct = contract quantity chosen in each month, at price pC
t
• st = spot quantity purchased in each month, at price pSt
• Qt = the generation needed to fulfill demand in each month
• pO
t = output price fixed by regulator, known at time t
S
t
C
t
t
• It = [pO
t , {pt−k }k=1 , {pt−k }k=0 , {Qt−k }k=0 ] is the information set at time t

1.2

Timing Assumptions

• First, the firm chooses ct , knowing only pC
t and information set It , which does not
S
include pt . For now, I assume Qt is known, though I will also solve for the case where
Qt is realized in the next step.
• Next, pSt is realized
• Finally, the firm chooses spot quantity st such that st = Qt − ct

2

The Firm’s Problem in the first step

2.1
•

The Static Setup, assuming Qt known at the beginning of time t
max
O
ct Et [pt Qt

S
O
C
S
− pC
t ct − pt (Qt − ct )] + λV art [pt Qt − pt ct − pt (Qt − ct )]

1

2.2
2.2.1

Solving this model:
F.O.Cs

S
S
• Et [−pC
t + pt ] + 2λ((ct − Qt )V art [pt ]) = 0
S
S
• pC
t = Et [pt ] + 2λ((ct − Qt )V art [pt ])

• More intuitively:

S
pC
t −Et [pt ]
V art [pS
t ]

= 2λ(ct − Qt )

• Of course, λ can be found without estimation in this case: λ =

2.3
•

2.4
2.4.1

S
pC
t −Et [pt ]
2(ct −Qt )V art [pS
t ]

The Static Setup, assuming Qt realized after the contract choice
max
O
ct Et [pt Qt

S
O
C
S
− pC
t ct − pt (Qt − ct )] + λV art [pt Qt − pt ct − pt (Qt − ct )]

Solving this model:
F.O.Cs

S
S
O
S
S
• Et [−pC
t + pt ] + 2λ(V art [pt ] + Covt [(pt − pt )Qt , pt ] = 0

2

